In a diblock copolymer system the free energy eld depends nonlocally on the monomer density eld. In addition there are two positive parameters in the constitutive relation. One of them is small with respect to which we do singular perturbation analysis. The second one is of order 1 with respect to which we do bifurcation analysis. Combining the two techniques we nd wriggled lamellar solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation of the total free energy. They bifurcate from the perfect lamellar solutions. The stability of the wriggled lamellar solutions is reduced to a relatively simple nite dimensional problem, which may be solved accurately by a numerical method. Our tests show that most of them are stable. The existence of such stable wriggled lamellar solutions explains why in reality the lamellar phase is fragile and it often exists in distorted forms.
Introduction
Symmetry breaking distortion often appears for intrinsic reasons in systems of condensed matters that exhibit self-organization and pattern formation (Seul and Andelman 18] ). We study this phenomenon in diblock copolymers. A diblock copolymer is a soft material, characterized by uidlike disorder on the molecular scale and a high degree of order at longer length scales. A molecule in a diblock copolymer melt is linear sub-chain of A monomers grafted covalently to another sub-chain of B monomers. Because of the repulsion between the unlike monomers, the di erent type sub-chains tend to segregate below some critical temperature, but as they are chemically bonded in chain molecules, even a complete segregation of sub-chains cannot lead to a macroscopic phase separation.
Only a local micro-phase separation occurs: micro-domains rich in A and B are formed. These micro-domains form morphology patterns/phases in a larger scale. The most commonly observed undistorted phases are the spherical, cylindrical and lamellar, depicted in Figure 1 . Here we seek distorted, defective lamellar patterns, where the interfaces separating the microdomains, unlike the ones in Plot 3 of Figure 1 , are wriggled.
We consider a scenario that a diblock copolymer melt is placed in a domain D and maintained at xed temperature. D is scaled to have unit volume in space. Let a 2 (0; 1) be the relative number of the A monomers in a chain molecule, and b = 1 ? a be the relative number of the B monomers in a chain. The relative A monomer density eld u is an order parameter. u 1 stands for high concentration of A monomers. The melt is incompressible so the relative B monomer density is 1?u and u 0 stands for high concentration of B monomers. . The expression here on a bounded domain D rst appeared in Nishiura and Ohnishi 8] . A mathematically more rigorous derivation is in Choksi and Ren 3] . The local function W is smooth and has the shape of a double well. It has the global minimum value 0 at two numbers: 0 and 1. To avoid unnecessary technical di culties we assume that W(p) = W(1?p).
The two global minimum points are non-degenerate: W 00 (0) = W 00 (1) 6 = 0. jx?yj , a long range Coulomb type interaction, which is common in many important physical systems (Muratov 7] ).
and are positive dimensionless parameters that depend on various physical quantities 3]. In the strong segregation region where morphology patterns form, is very small. is of order 1 when we choose the size of the sample to be comparable to the size of the microdomains 3]. We develop a particular two parameter perturbation method. We do singular perturbation analysis with respect to and bifurcation analysis with respect to . The challenge is to combine these two techniques to derive ne analytical results. Even though this mathematical method is tailored for the diblock copolymer problem, we believe that it may be applied to other ones with multiple parameters. , where is de ned in (2.2), has a delicate stability property. It actually lies near the borderline that separates the stable 1-D solutions from the unstable 1-D solutions.
All this suggests that the lamellar phase is only a meta-stable, transient state of the material. Thermal uctuation will eventually destroy this phase. In reality one often observes the lamellar phase in distorted forms. We predict based on the model (1.1) that a defective, wriggled lamellar pattern ( Figure 2 , Plot 2) exists in diblock copolymers. We point out that the wriggled lamellar pattern is typically observed in systems with competing interactions 18].
The existence of wriggled lamellar solutions is shown by a bifurcation analysis. Each perfect lamellar solution u with K interfaces is stable when is su ciently small. The spectrum of the second variation of I at u , which consists of real eigenvalues only, lies to the right of 0. If we increase , the spectrum moves to the left. When reaches a critical value B , the principal (the smallest) eigenvalue in the spectrum becomes 0. A new solution branch bifurcates out of u B . This is a wriggled lamellar solution ( Figure 2 , Plot 2). If we further increase , then another eigenvalue of u , which is not the principal eigenvalue, may become 0, and another new solution also of a wriggled lamellar pattern bifurcates from u . However wriggled lamellar solutions that bifurcate from larger eigenvalues are unstable and physically less interesting.
Whether the wriggled lamellar solution associated with the principal eigenvalue of u B is stable is a subtle question. It is relatively easy to see that the bifurcation diagram has the shape of a pitchfork ( Figure 3 ). The stability of the wriggled solution depends on the direction of the fork.
Here we face a formidable problem. The direction is determined by the sign of a number which turns out to be terribly small (of References on the mathematical aspects of the block copolymer theory include, in addition to the ones cited already, Ohnishi There is another K-interface 1-D local minimizer whose limiting value as ! 0 is 0 instead of 1 on the rst interval (0; b=K). It is just 1 ?ũ whereũ is a solution constructed in Theorem 2.1, but withũ = b instead. 1 ?ũ has the same properties as u does, so we focus on u. u is found periodic in the following sense. Let us denote this u of K interfaces by u , to emphasize its dependence on . We need asymptotic expansions of u in terms of . According to 12, Lemma A.1] there exist exactly K points x j , j = 1; 2; :::; K, in (0; 1) so that u(x j ) = 1=2. These K points identify the interfaces of u. There are two di erent P's depending on whether j is odd or even. But they just di er by a sign, and it is always easy to tell from the context which one is referred to. The proof of this lemma is technical. We include it in Appendix A.
The 1-D local minimizer u of I 1 is now viewed as a function on D, through extension to the second dimension trivially, so u (x; y) = u (x). It is a solution of (1.2) and I 1 (u ) = I(u ). In 2-D it has straight interfaces. We call it a perfect lamellar solution of (1.2). We have used the fact that P is odd and b 0 , H t and are even. Hence we arrive at This proves the lemma.
Stability of the bifurcating solutions
The eigenvalue ( ) of the \trivial" branch u corresponds to an eigenvalue (s) of the bifurcating solution u (s) +w(s). The sign of (s) may be determined from the shape of (s). Thus we proceed to compute 0 (0) and 00 (0). However the overall stability of u (s) + w(s) is interesting only when ( ) is the principal, i.e. the smallest, eigenvalue of L . Otherwise, both u and u (s) + w(s) are unstable. For the moment when studying the shape of (s), we do not assume that ( ) is the principal eigenvalue. We will do so later in Theorem 5. The integral on the left side of (5.7) has been calculated in Lemma 4.2. We now need to know the right side. = . We will explain the fourth in a moment. The fth column has the value of S(a; K). The last column indicates the stability of the bifurcating solution with K wriggled interfaces.
We have deliberately chosen a = 1=8 and a = 7=8 because they are somehow \symmetric". With the exception of K = 2, the B 0 = 's are identical in Tables 2 and 3 for the same value of K. Moreover the S(a; K) values are the same in the two tables when K is odd. All these symmetries and asymmetries can be explained from the formula (5.8) for and the matrix (3.10) of Q.
There is something interesting about the perfect lamellar solution u B whose principal eigenvalue is 0 where bifurcation occurs. (A.14)
The limit of (x j + ) satis es the limit of (A.14) in the t-coordinate: 
